intro

CreaTES sunglasses that are built for
adventure and designed to be cherished.

features

The Perfect
Companion
STRONG, LEAN, &
FLEXIBLE.

NICE EYES.

NO BAGGAGE.

All Volterre frames are made of
superthin, durable stainless
steel. At just .05mm thick, each
pair gains enough flexibility to
bend on impact (i.e. when
they’re trapped at the bottom
of a suitcase), while being
strong enough to bounce back
unscathed.

Volterre lenses are made of
Nylon, a unique material that’s
more shatterproof and
scratch-resistant than standard
CR-39 lenses, and more flexible,
durable, heat-resistant and
lightweight than the Polycarbonate used in most high-end
sunglasses. Oh, and they’re
100% UV protective.

Each pair of Volterre frames
weighs between 15 and 17
grams - that’s less than half
the weight of a pair of Ray Ban
Clubmasters, or the same as
three nickels. Trust us, your
face feel the difference.

features

FOR ALL OF LIFE’S
ADVENTURES.
DRESSES WELL.

LOYAL.

SINCERE.

Forget the bulky sunglass case
that never fits in your bag - we
made a special slim case that’s
custom tailored to the Volterre
bod and folds nice ‘n flat.
Pocket-friendly and hassle-free.

Adventures often call for being
hands-free, so we added a
keyring to the case to keep your
Volterres close. Attach it to your
keys, your handbag, or your
waistband, and we promise this
pair won’t walk out on you like
the last one.

Many eyewear brands “design”
by stamping their logos on
pre-manufactured shapes. Not
here - every style was custom
built from an original Volterre
sketch and developed over
iterations, taking a year to
ensure they look and fit juuust
right.

company info

STORY

In 1749, Renaissance writer Voltaire brought attention to Paris'
imminent problem - despite its magnificent monuments, its
poor infrastructure would not sustain the city's beauty for long.
The city needed a holistic redesign.
Centuries later, Sarah Dauterman exited Paris' Voltaire metro stop
to discover a city whose history, energy, and beauty would captivate her and inspire an eight-month journey around the world. She
happened to arrive with a need to replace a missing pair of beloved
vintage sunglasses - regrettably lost just after being repaired - but
left with a vision for eyewear that aligned with Voltaire's mandate.
Inspired by the global journey and the significance behind its commencing "Voltaire" gateway, Sarah created Volterre with a mission
to convert fashion eyewear from impermanent investments to travel-friendly, collectible keepsakes. Volterre - the combination of the
French words ‘vol,’ meaning flight, and ‘terre,’ meaning earth - encapsulates vintage silhouettes in modern, durable, frames that fit
easily in your pocket. By combining elevated style with
down-to-earth functionality, Volterre is ready for all of life’s adventures - wherever they may lead.

company info

mISSION

In an effort to make the enlightening gift of travel more accessible,
Volterre donates 3% of the purchase price of every pair of sunglasses to FLYTE, the Foundation for Learning and Youth Travel. As
Volterre grows, our goal is to increase this donation to 5% by 2018
and to 7% by 2019 to maximize the impact we can make on deserving students' academic experiences.
FLYTE provides funding, teacher support, and itinerary planning
for educational trips designed to promote cross-cultural understanding, develop students’ interpersonal skills, provide context to
classroom studies, and reassert students’ sense of global awareness and participation. These trips range from studying ecology in
Costa Rica, language in Spain, or even seeing D-Day beaches
firsthand. Every cent of FLYTE donations goes toward educational
trips, as overhead costs are generously covered by FLYTE's founder, travel blogger Nomadic Matt. Learn more about FLYTE at
www.takeflyte.org.

company info

MEET THE
DESIGNER

Since her tweens, 24-year-old Dallas native Sarah Dauterman
dreamt of being a fashion designer, but always considered it a
far-fetched dream. Studying at USC, she worked towards a career
as a consultant in the financial industry-but it was her much-anticipated semester abroad in Paris in 2013 that changed everything.
Seeing the designers, small business owners, and beauty throughout Paris propelled Sarah to follow her passion to create. Developing an obsession for eyewear while shopping the city to replace a
lost pair of one-of-a-kind vintage sunglasses, she became frustrated with being reduced to “boring and practical” from fear of
losing another pair on her journey. She dreamt of creating glasses
that felt personalized, collectible, and long-lasting.
Carrying this inspiration with her through travels to an eventual 28
countries, Sarah left her consulting job in 2015 to spend three
months learning the manufacturing process and developing her
idea with suppliers in China. As the 23-year-old navigated through
Chinese factory towns on her own, she quickly learned that she’d
taken on one of the most challenging product categories in fashion
(as evidenced by the fact that over 75% of brands license their name
to eyewear conglomerates rather than create their lines in-house).
Nonetheless, staying true to her strong vision for Volterre, Sarah
developed Volterre’s first collection over the next year from Los Angeles, where she currently lives.

product

ÉTIENNE
MARCEL
An homage to the long-lost
1940’s French sunglasses that
inspired Volterre, the Étienne
Marcel frame is named after a
Parisian neighborhood known
for its vintage shops.

product

ÉTIENNE MARCEL COLORWAYS

product

DUNES
The Dunes Casino marked the
beginning of the Las Vegas
boom with its opening in 1955.
Its namesake frame channels
retro desert glamour with its
accented rendition of the era’s
popular cateye shape.

product

DUNES COLORWAYS

product

ULUWATU
Inspired by both street and surf
style seen around the world, the
Uluwatu frame is a classic shape
that gets its name from the surf
village on the southeastern coast
of Bali.

product

ULUWATU COLORWAYS

product

CASE DESIGN

product

ETC
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